
Maximum print 
area (Letters/Dies)

Maximum 
thickness

Maximum reach
(approx)

Accepts optional
letters

Accepts optional
dies/logos

Lock-A-Block
(Easy die changer)

Temperature 
Controller

Floating bed
(Optional)

Print bed size
(Maximum)

Dimensions
(Approx)

Foil holder

CE Approved

Wattage

Voltage

Net weight

Optional pencil
attachment

Sliding bed
(Grid marked)

Laser light
(for alignment)

Single line letters
Dies: 4.25" x 2.25"

Multiple line letters
Dies: 4" x 1.25"

Multiple line letters
Dies: 4" x 3"

2"
(Height adjustable)

5"
(Height adjustable)

1.18"

5.5" 9" 4"

Analogue Digital Digital

14" x 10"
Great for oversized

products

8" x 6"

10.5" x 16" x 11" 
(W, D, H)

10.5" x 16" x 11"
(W, D, H)

8.75" x 13" x 17"
(W, D, H)

300w 600w 500w

220v/110v 220v/110v 220/110v

12kgs 12kgs 12kgs

TBA*

Foilcraft 
Junior

Foilcraft 
EZ Pro

Foilcraft 
Mayfair

Quick Comparisons
CPLCPL

FOILCRAFT JUNIOR

A great low-cost starter machine for 
personalisation work. Height can be 
adjusted by upto 2" to print onto 
leather goods, notebooks, pencils 
etc.

FOILCRAFT EZ PRO

A compact and very popular 
machine with a very generous print 
area of approximately 4"x3"

Height can be adjusted by 5". 
Options such as ‘Floating Bed’, 
Self-Centring Letter Holder and 
Lock-A-Block make this machine 
extremely versatile for printing onto 
key fobs, luggage tags, purses, 
handbags as well as notebooks and 
pencils.

This machine is ideal for someone 
looking for an ‘all rounder’ without 
breaking the bank balance.

FOILCRAFT MAYFAIR

A compact machine designed
mainly with one line personalisation 
in mind.  

Supplied with a self-centring letter 
holder, it makes setting up letters 
quick and easy - great for a busy 
location.

A sliding print bed which is also grid 
marked makes it easy to line up 
your work whilst a unique laser light 
helps further with correct alignment.

If one line personalisation is your 
main aim, then this machine is the 
prefect machine option for you.

Creative Printers of London .  email: cplsales@print1.co.uk  .  Tel: 01708-731294  .  www.hotfoilstampingmachines.com

A quick
summary

Basic Machine
Price*

£795.00
+VAT

£1095.00
+VAT

£1495.00
+VAT

* Ready made packages available 
at extra cost on website or can be 
made to order.

Easily prints into 
the centre of A4

14" x 10"
Great for oversized

products
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